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Womanizer strives for excellence in its appearance.  
The Brand Guideline has been prepared to assist 
professionals working with the brand. 
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About



Womanizer empowers everyone 
to find sexual fulfillment.
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Womanizer's story began in small Bavarian town called Metten, in 
2014. An inventor and his wife, Michael and Brigitte Lenke read that 
half of all women rarely or never orgasm.

From that moment, they were determined to change this.

The idea of Womanizer was born and Michael Lenke revolutionized 
the industry with the patented Pleasure Air™ Technology. During 
the first few years, Lenke built up a popular brand on his own and 
contributed to the destigmatization of female sexuality in society. 

In early 2017, a new chapter began when Johannes Plettenberg 
took over the company. In June 2018, Womanizer merged with 
Canadian sex toy brand, We-Vibe® and WOW Tech Group was 
born. In three years, a passionate inventor's idea turned into one 
of the largest Sex Tech companies in the world. 

The Womanizer Journey.
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All Womanizer products feature the life-changing Pleasure Air™ 
Technology, which produces a perfect balance between sucking 
and massaging changes in air pressure without touching the clitoris, 
leading to a new kind of extraordinary orgasm – even if someone 
has never experienced an orgasm before. This means that the 
approximately 8000 sensitive nerve endings of the clitoris are never 
overstimulated. 
 
The sensitive region is indirectly stimulated with different intensity 
levels to satisfy every desire with no worries about feelings of 
irritation or numbness. 
 
That's what makes Womanizer the true original – because Pleasure 
Air™ Technology is our own original innovation. 

Often imitated, never duplicated. 

#IMASTURBATE

Like nothing else. 
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From three employees working in a small office, to a globally active 
company with offices across three continents (Berlin, Hong Kong 
and Ottawa), with 160 employees from over 20 nations.  
 
Since its inception, Womanizer has empowered to find their 
individual sexual fulfillment and has already sold more than 3 million 
products worldwide.

This is just the beginning of breaking down social stigmas. 

Enjoy being yourself!
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Strategic Principles



Brand
• First Mover / Original

• Loyal user community
• Thorough market research

• Research and Development 
Department

• Engineering Team
• Tester Panels

• Expert Network (e.g. sex therapists)
• O-Diaries

• Advisory Board
• Brand Ambassador

Product
• Pleasure Air™ Technology
• Reliable sexual pleasure
• Safe, quick and easy to use
• Highest-grade materials
• Made from the highest quality materials
• Ergonomic design
• Discrete and aesthetic appeal
• Unique kind of sexual experience
• Innovative tech: Autopilot™, Smart Silence™ 

Brand key

Consult the Brand Key when in doubt of 
positioning or tone.

“Womanizer empowers everyone to find 
sexual fulfillment” is the core theme for 
every other aspect of the brand. Tone and 
visuals should be empowering, sensual, and 
visionary - a new age of sexual fulfillment.

It should be in my hands if, when
and  how fast I orgasm.

Target group

Insight

Vision

Everybody finds their 
individual way 
of sexual fulfillment.

Values

Approachable
Sophisticated
Empowering
Diverse

Mission

We encourage open-
minded dialogue about 
sexuality, we listen and we 
innovate.

Reason to believe

We have always been and will always be the 
first mover in our market segment because 
our approach is backed up by thorough 
scientific research, in-depth testing and 
strong customer focus. Our great word-of-
mouth reputation proves that.

Women between the ages of 
20 and 54 that are:

• sex-positive and body-positive
• open-minded & explorative

• willing to invest in themselves
• sexually active

We distinguish between 
USERS, SECRET USERS and 
CONSIDERERS.

Benefits

Brand idea
Womanizer empowers 

everyone to find 
sexual fulfillment. 
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The Golden Circle

The Golden Circle of Womanizer clarifies why 
we do what we do.

The WHY
“We deserve individual sexual fulfillment” 
is what motivates us in everything, from 
developing outstanding products, to creating 
a community and to encouraging open-
minded dialogue.

Why

We deserve individual 
sexual fulfillment.

How

We encourage open-minded 
dialogue, we listen and we 

innovate. 

What

Enable sexual fulfillment: We 
offer a wide range of high-quality 

designed products for sexual 
pleasure.
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Approachable
Sophisticated
Empowering
Diverse

The values of Womanizer

These standards and ideals are a 
conclusive portrayal of our brand 
character. They always have to 
be reflected and implemented in 
everything we do and say.
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Approachable

Sophisticated

Empowering

Diverse

We are open and positive in our communication, we 
encourage and engage in dialogue with our customers 
and we provide a wide range of tools to offer direct 
exchange with sex therapists, psychologists and other 
experts on related topics.

All of our innovative products are high-quality, using 
the highest grade materials and we always strive for the 
best level of expertise in all our communication about 
sexuality.

We wipe out social stigma about sexuality, we support 
body positivity and we strongly believe in reinforcing our 
customers’ self-esteem and confidence.

We have a product for everybody, regardless of age, 
race, sexual identity and orientation.

The values of Womanizer

These standards and ideals are a 
conclusive portrayal of our brand 
character. They always have to 
be reflected and implemented in 
everything we do and say.
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Our users

When it comes to targeting users, we have 
three main groups - users, secret users 
and considerers. This division provides 
information and guidance for all target 
group oriented marketing decisions.

Users

• View masturbation as part 
of health and wellness

• Know their body
• Know their preferences
• Have the confidence to 

talk about sexuality
• Explore the unknown

Secret users

• Have hidden fantasies
• Don’t talk about sexuality
• Use online channels

Women between the
ages of 20 and 54:

• Sex-positive and body-positive
• Open-minded & explorative
• Willing to invest in themselves
• Sexually active

Considerers

• Seek advice
• Talk about sexuality with close friends
• Rarely masturbate
• Not well versed in the world of sex toys
• Open to new toys
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Trademark



Logotype

The Womanizer logo consists of a word 
mark and a slogan. For brand recognition 
purposes, the logo must not be used without 
the slogan and is always centered. 

The trademark icon stands outside of the 
logo’s grid.

h

5h 6h

h

h
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Logotype

There must always be a protective zone 
equivalent to the value of X around the logo. 
X is equal to five sixths of the logo height (or 
5h, as shown on the previous page). No other 
elements should be placed in this zone.

The bigger the space around the logo, 
the more high quality and commanding it 
appears.

Seal

The W is a design element used as a striking 
and/or decorative feature, e.g. on products.

There must always be a protective zone 
equivalent to the value of X around the seal. 
X is equal to the height of the letter W.

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x
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Positioning

The logo should always be center justified. 
On poster format it can be placed at the top 
or bottom of the design, with square formats 
it can also be placed center. There are a few 
exceptions to this, for example leaderboard 
or banner web sizes, where the logo can be 
right justified lengthwise, and centered in the 
middle heightwise.

The minimum size of the Womanizer logo is 
22.5 mm wide. There are two versions of the 
logo for print media: Small (S) is optimized 
for very small formats, while medium (M) is 
for general use. 

From the minimum size (22.5 mm) up to a 
width of 50 mm, the small version should be 
used. The medium version should always be 
used if the logo size is larger than 50 mm.

Advertising material

Exceptions
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Logo colors

We use Womanizer Light Berry as a primary 
logo color. Additionally, Dark Berry, Black or 
white is used depending on the context. Gold 
is used only for print using a gold foil printing 
method.

Seal

The same rules apply to the “W”
picture mark.

Dark Berry #8A1149Dark Berry #C2154F Black #000000

White #FFFFFFWhite #FFFFFF

Dark Berry #C2154F Black #8A1149 Black #000000 White #FFFFFF White #FFFFFF
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Gold foil

To enrich the perception of quality, the use of 
a gold metal foil to embellish the Womanizer 
logo and mark is recommended for print 
applications. 

This finishing is particularly encouraged to 
be used on product packaging to keep the 
style consistent over time from past to future 
projects.

You can learn more here.

Gold foil: Print only Gold foil: Print only
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Incorrect use

In order to ensure that the protective area
around the logo is not compromised, the
logo must not be boxed in by a frame.

The logo must not be distorted or 
compressed.

The logo must not be used in reflected form.

The logo must not appear at an angle.

The logo must not be positioned on 
busy backgrounds.

The logo must not include a drop shadow.

Don't

Don't Don't

Don't

Don'tDon't
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Brand Colors

Brand colors should dominate visual 
communication and should be used 
consistently to strengthen Womanizer 
brand awareness.

This approach is needed to bring them 
to life with vibrancy and with more 
differentiation and contrast.
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Primary

Secondary

Our two primary colors are Berry and Nude. 
They give the brand a high-quality feel and 
charisma. They should dominate our entire 
brand presence and should be used in equal 
measure.

We added two additional colors, Forest and 
Iron, to the secondary color palette. This 
adds up to the vibrance and the versatility of 
the brand's visual appearance. 

Berry

Forest

Nude

Iron

Dark
PANTONE 7641 C
C0 M100 Y33 K54
R138 G17 B73
#8A1149

Dark
PANTONE 473 C
C0 M31 Y32 K0
R242 G194 B165
#F2C2A5

Dark
PANTONE 536 C
C31 M16 Y0 K19
R197 G207 B216
#C5CFD8

Dark
PANTONE 7721 C
C100 M0 Y29 K60
R42 G102 B96
#2A6660

Light
PANTONE 7635 C
C0 M100 Y33 K20
R194 G21 B79
#C2154F

Light
PANTONE 2309 C
C0 M13 Y13 K5
R251 G230 B223
#FBE6DF

Light
PANTONE 650 C
C15 M5 Y0 K2
R220 G226 B231
#DCE2E7

Light
PANTONE 7716 C
C100 M0 Y29 K25
R47 G139 B128
#2F8B80
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Product Colors

Womanizer products are special. Each 
product has a related color palette. 
They can be used in product-related 
visual communication and campaigns. 
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Blueberry

Black

Raspberry

Red

White

PANTONE 2768 C
C100 M78 Y0 K66
R7 G29 B73
#071D49

#000000

PANTONE 702 C
C2 M73 Y30 K3
R206 G91 B120
#D25B73

PANTONE 207 C
C5 M100 Y48 K22
R165 G0 B52
#A50034

#FFFFFF

Premium
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Bordeaux Red Black

PANTONE 209 C
C20 M97 Y40 K58
R111 G38 B61
#6F263D

#000000

DUO
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Dark Purple

PANTONE 513 C
C53 M99 Y0 K0
R147 G50 B142
#93328E

Classic
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Liberty Red Wine

Lilac

Pink Rose

Powder Blue

PANTONE 215 C
C6 M100 Y26 K24
R172 G20 B90
#AC145A

Outside
PANTONE 9343 C
C14 M20 Y5 K0
R222 G209 B225
#DED1E1

Inside
PANTONE 523 C
C16 M33 Y0 K0
R201 G177 B208
#C9B1D0

PANTONE 205 C
C0 M83 Y16 K0
R224 G69 B123
#E0457B

Inside
PANTONE 550 C
C42 M7 Y8 K8
R141 G185 B202
#8DB9CA

Outside
PANTONE 9443 C
C32 M8 Y12 K0
R185 G213 B222
#B9D5DE
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Sapphire Blue Coral

PANTONE 2378 C
C100 M92 Y0 K01
R6 G3 B141
#06038D

PANTONE: 178C
C0 M70 Y58 K0
R255 G88 B93
#FF585D

Starlet
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Typography



It’s 
magic!



abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789

Heimat Display

Objektiv



Let the Autopilot
take the lead.

Let the Autopilot
take the lead.

Let the Autopilot
take the lead.

Heimat Display 
SemiBold 100pt

The Heimat Display 14 SemiBold font is used 
solely as a headline font. It’s used globally, 
providing a unique character and voice.

Heimat Display is the high contrast sans serif typeface 
family within the Heimat Collection. 

Heimat Display is a typeface family designed for 
contemporary typography, especially for use in headlines 
and on posters, but also for reading purposes. It combines 
an idiosyncratic appearance with the feeling of a grid-
based letter construction of the late 20s.

Heimat Display [873 glyphs] comes in 72 styles and contains 
extra sets of alternate glyphs, many ligatures, lining figures, 
hanging figures, positive and negative circled figures for 
upper and lower case, superior and inferior, fractions, 
extensive language support and many more OpenType 
features. For more invormation see the PDF.

Supported languages: 

Catalan, Czech, Danish, German, English, Spanish, French, 
Hungarian, Italian, Maltese, Dutch, Norwegian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Slovenian, Swedish, Turkish.

Headline

About

Heimat Display 
SemiBold 80pt

Heimat Display 
SemiBold 60pt

Linotype Didot, Playfair Display, Times New 
Roman, serif;

Fallbacks
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The new Womanizer models are designed 
to make close to no sound at all. We can't 
promise however, that you will make no 
noise either.

The Autopilot takes you on a journey through the different intensity 
levels of Womanizer. Instead of pushing the buttons yourself, let 
the Autopilot surprise you, it’s like a new toy every night.

The unique Pleasure Air™ Technology 
of Womanizer stimulates your clitors 
without even touching it. 

Objektiv Mk1 
Regular 36pt

The Objektiv Regular is used for body text 
and subheadings. Bold may be used for 
subheadings or to highlight sections of text. 
The primary colors can be used to highlight 
text.

Body

Objektiv Mk1 
Regular 28pt

Objektiv Mk1 
Regular 20pt

Objektiv takes a new look at geometry. Its designer, Bruno 
Mello, followed the principles of mathematical structures 
but didn’t forget that this typeface is to be used by humans.

What at first glance appears to have been drawn by a 
compass has in fact been adjusted to account for the 
way that we perceive the world. The proportions of the 
characters have not been dictated by geometry and 
mathematics, but by their harmony with one another, and 
by what our eyes judge to be right.

For license see this link. 

Supported languages: 

Catalan, Czech, Danish, German, English, Spanish, French, 
Hungarian, Italian, Maltese, Dutch, Norwegian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Slovenian, Swedish, Turkish.

About

Fallbacks Open Sans, Helvetica, Arial, 
sans-serif;
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Not Latin alphabets

For most of the alphabets other than Latin 
use Google Noto Fonts. Use Noto Serif 
Regular for the headline and Noto Sans 
Regular for the Body. For the body, you can 
use Bold for highlights.

Google has been developing a font family 
called Noto, which aims to support all 
languages with a harmonious look and feel. 
Noto is Google’s answer to tofu. The name 
noto is to convey the idea that Google’s goal 
is to see “no more tofu”. Noto has multiple 
styles and weights, and is freely available to 
all. 

You can find more information on Google 
Noto Fonts here. 

To comprehensively cover Simplified 
Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Japanese, and 
Korean in a unified font family, you can use 
Noto Sans CJK and Noto Serif CJK.

Пламя угасло, и он 
глядел в окно на звезды.

接着夜幕降临，第一颗流星划破了
星空。

Лорем ипсум долор сит амет, пер цлита поссит ех, ат 
мунере фабулас петентиум сит. Иус цу цибо саперет 
сцрипсерит, нец виси муциус лабитур ид. 

 側経意責家方家閉討店暖育田庁載社転線宇。得君新術治温
抗添代話考振投員殴大闘北裁。品間識部案代学凰処済準世
一戸刻法分。悼測済諏計飯利安凶断理資沢同岩面文認革。

Noto Serif
Regular 40pt

Noto Serif SC 
Regular 40pt

Noto Sans SC 
Regular 20pt

Noto Sans SC 
Regular 20pt
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Heimat Display
SemiBold

Objektiv Mk1 
Regular and
Bold

Noto Sans 
Regular and
Bold

Noto Sans SC 
Regular and
Bold

Here's an example of how to use selected 
typefaces on the back of the packaging. 

For titles, we use Heimat Display SemiBold. 
For the body with the Latin alphabet, we 
use Objektiv Mk1 Regular and Bold. For the 
Cyrillic and Chinese, the Noto Sans is used. 

Usage
example

Pleasure Air
technology

  100%
Waterproof

Compact
size

4 Intensity
levels

Discover pleasure
beyond expression.

Contents: Womanizer™ 2 with 
stimulation head, USB charging 
cable, Operating instruction.
Material: ABS, Hypoallergenic 
medical silicone.
Attention: Sold as a novelty 
product only. Not suitable for 
medical purposes. 

Contenu: Womanizer ™ 2 avec 
tête de stimulation, câble de 
charge USB, mode d'emploi.
Matériel: ABS, silicone médical 
hypoallergénique.
Attention: Vendu en tant 
que produit de nouveauté 
uniquement. Ne convient pas à 
des fins médicales.

Содержание: Womanizer ™ 2 со 
стимулирующей головкой, USB-
кабель для зарядки, инструкция 
по эксплуатации.
Материал: АБС, Гипоаллергенный 
медицинский силикон.
Внимание: продается только 
как новинка. Не подходит для 
медицинских целей.

Inhalt: Womanizer ™ 2 mit 
Stimulationskopf, USB-Ladekabel, 
Bedienungsanleitung.
Material: ABS, hypoallergenes 
medizinisches Silikon.
Achtung: Nur als Neuheit 
verkauft. Nicht für medizinische 
Zwecke geeignet.

Contenido: Womanizer ™ 2 con 
cabezal de estimulación, cable 
de carga USB, instrucciones de 
funcionamiento.
Material: ABS, silicona médica 
hipoalergénica.
Atención: se vende solo como 
un producto novedoso. No apto 
para fines médicos.

内容：带刺激头的Womanizer™，
USB充电电缆，操作说明。
材料：ABS，低变应原性医用硅胶。
注意：仅作为新颖产品出售。 不适合医
疗用途。

www.womanizer.com
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Illustration



Illustration style

The Womanizer illustration style 
is feminine, delicate and simple. 
It uses lighter tones of color. 

It requires an authentic, bold, 
vivid, illustration style that fits the 
brand characteristic. It serves as 
manual/ technical instruction as 
well as mood/branded content 
for SoMe (e.g.).

3

4

2

1

1. Minimal stylized shapes 

2. High contrast fill

3. Thin and sharp strokes 

4. Accents of light colors 
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Combination of rounded shapes 
with sharp edges. 

Thin and sharp strokes for the 
line-based style illustration.

Mainly refers to the primary 
and secondary brand colors. 
Suggested colors:

Do not use gradients as the 
background or spot of colors.

Do not use more than one 
line stroke weight in the 
composition. 

The suggested minimum size for 
online applications is 1px. 

Do not use blend modes or 
transparencies.

Do not use more than one spot 
color tone in the composition.

Accents of light colors. 
The color should primarily 
keep to tones of the Nude 
brand color.

High contrast fill used in 
limited areas or portions of 
the composition. 

Shadows are one of the 
possible applications.

Illustration guidance

1px
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Icon style

Icons are line-based. To keep consistency 
the line weight and the icon grid should 
remain the same.  

Womanizer uses icons to illustrate the 
features of the products and need to be 
easily read on print and online materials in 
different sizes. 

• Simplified
• Linear
• Accessible
• Consistent
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Icon construction

Icons use a 24 pixel grid as the base for 
construction. Icon content is limited to the 
24dp x 24dp live area, with 4dp of padding 
around the perimeter.

Stroke
Corner
Stroke terminal

1.
2.
3.

3

2

1
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Clearance area

Adequate space should surround system 
icons to allow legibility and touch. Icons of 
32dp can use a clearance area of 40dp. Use 
this proportion for placing elements like test 
outside the icon. 

The text should be placed outside the clear-
ance area. The text needs to be centered. 
Use Objektiv Mk1 in Bold.

Pleasure Air™
technology

5x

4x

100%
waterproof

compact
size

4 intensity
levels
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Scale

Icons can be scaled to a minimum 
of 32 px size. 

120 px

80 px

60 px

40 px

30 px
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Examples

These are some examples of Womanizer 
icons. The rest of the icons should be created 
based on the icon design principles stated in 
the previous pages. 
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Key visual



The Womanizer Silk

The silk has a metaphoric connotation for 
both technology and emotion. 

Its technological associations refer to 
Pleasure Air ™ Technology, air pressure, 
lightness, soft pleasing material and 
tension of the feeling during usage. 

On the other hand, its emotional meaning 
refers to movement and flow, sensuality, 
warmth, beauty, dynamism, touch and 
connections between elements.
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Silk usage

The Womanizer Silk communicates the 
sensuality and lightness of feeling fulfilled. 
It’s an orgasm visualized. 

The silk usage is limited to Campaigns and 
product displays only.
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It's more a special element of the 
brand and not something that 
appears everywhere.   
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Do not create different color 
combinations beyond the brand 
or product color palettes. 

Use the silk as a special element 
of the brand. Do not over use it 
or apply it everywhere.   
 

Do not use more than one key 
visual in the same composition.

Try to avoid low or wrong 
contrast application of the silk.

The silk guidance

Use the silk as connection 
between elements in the 
compositions.

The silk color should refer to 
either brand or the product 
color palette. 

It is recommend to choose key 
visuals in contrasting colors 
to increase performance and 
highlight the composition. 

The key visual can be used for 
both products or emotional 
communication.
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The Womanizer Circle

The circle can represent the power of 
woman, a symbol for a goddess, and the sun. 
It can represent infinity, being complete, and 
feeling whole.

Key visual54



Air
Orgasm
Focus
Lightness
Infinity
Being complete
Feeling whole
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The circle can be used as a 
unifying element for images 
and typography.
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It can also be used 
as a focus element. 
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Makes 
you want 
more.

Autopilot ™

Circle usage

The circle can also be used to illustrate the 
functionality of Womanizer products. 

The circle has several technical advantages. 
This type of visual is easier to reproduce, 
apply and animate. 
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Key visual examples using brand colors

Key visual examples using product colors

Possible gradient directions

90°

45°

135°

360°

180°

315°

225°

270°

Details

The circle element can be used in brand and 
product colors.

The correct contrast or subtlety should 
remain within the two main tones of the 
lighter and darker brand or product colors. 

Do not create gradients with more than two 
colours and do not blend between colours 
that are more than two steps away from 
each other.

When in need of a second color to blend 
with a product color, please consider using a 
primary brand color. 

The gradient can be used at 45°, 90°, 135°, 
180°, 225°, 270°, 225°, 360°.

Key visual59



Do not create gradients with 
more than one blend color.

Do not use different brand color 
combinations.

Only the light and dark tones of 
the same color can be combined 
together. 

Do not use blend mode effects 
or transparencies.

Example of correct use of 
the gradient. 

Do not change the shape of 
the circle or add any other 
geometric shape.

Gradient guidance

opacity 
100%

location 
100%

opacity 
0%

location 
100%
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Communication
model



The communication model will help to 
determine where to use certain visuals and 
voice. This should be well expressed for the 
clarity of the overall communication. 

This aims to differentiate each phase of the 
communication and orient the user with a 
clear and effective brand message.

This strategy is a valid and practical 
orientation for both internal and external 
usage of the Womanizer brand.
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Wow! 
What is it?

Attract the attention 
of the customer.

Introduce the
product benefits. 

Customers desire the 
product or service.

Purchase and the usage
of the product.

Womanizer is 
amazing!

I know and
I want it!

Oh! I feel
great!

1 2 3 4

1

Purpose
Brand awareness

Focus
Emotional communication with photography elements. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc).
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video).
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc).
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, etc).

2

Purpose
Product awareness

Focus
Product campaign messaging and photography. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc.)
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video)
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc.)
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, mailing, etc.)
• Product/Brand Integration (POS, merchandising, etc.)

3

Purpose
Product desire

Focus
Product features, product and lifestyle photography
and illustrations. 

Medium
• Website
• Social media profiles
• POS
• Partners or merchants mediums

4

Purpose
Product purchase

Focus
Emphasizes purchase call-to-action, including buttons 
and related items or recommendations. 

Medium
• Website
• Online shops
• Partners
• Other distributers and shops
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Wow! 
What is it?

Attract the attention 
of the customer.

Introduce the
product benefits. 

Customers desire the 
product or service.

Purchase and the usage
of the product.

Womanizer is 
amazing!

I know and
I want it!

Oh! I feel
great!

1 2 3 4

1

Purpose
Brand awareness

Focus
Emotional communication with photography elements. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc).
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video).
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc).
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, etc).

2

Purpose
Product awareness

Focus
Product campaign messaging and photography. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc.)
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video)
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc.)
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, mailing, etc.)
• Product/Brand Integration (POS, merchandising, etc.)

3

Purpose
Product desire

Focus
Product features, product and lifestyle photography
and illustrations. 

Medium
• Website
• Social media profiles
• POS
• Partners or merchants mediums

4

Purpose
Product purchase

Focus
Emphasizes purchase call-to-action, including buttons 
and related items or recommendations. 

Medium
• Website
• Online shops
• Partners
• Other distributers and shops
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The spotlight. Creating awareness, 
turning heads, and highlighting the 
brand in all its glory. 
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Orgasms
from another
dimension.

womanizer.com

#womanizer
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Photography

Key visual

Primary brand colors

Secondary brand colors

Communication features

The first step in communication is to 
consider how to attract attention.

One of the best ways to attract attention 
is what's called "Creative Disruption". This 
means breaking existing patterns through 
a highly creative message. It is essential to 
demonstrate key elements that identify 
the brand. 

This message should highlight brand 
photography and its primary and 
secondary colors.
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68

Bold 
Attractive
Captivating
Emotional
Orgasmic
Sophisticated
Confident
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Orgasms
from another
dimension.

womanizer.com

Orgasms
from another
dimension.

womanizer.com

Ready for
takeoff?

womanizer.com

Focus

One of the best ways to attract attention 
is what's called "Creative Disruption". This 
means breaking existing patterns through a 
highly creative message.

Ready for
takeoff?

womanizer.com
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Wow! 
What is it?

Attract the attention 
of the customer.

Introduce the
product benefits. 

Customers desire the 
product or service.

Purchase and the usage
of the product.

Womanizer is 
amazing!

I know and
I want it!

Oh! I feel
great!

1 2 3 4

1

Purpose
Brand awareness

Focus
Emotional communication with photography elements. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc).
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video).
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc).
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, etc).

2

Purpose
Product awareness

Focus
Product campaign messaging and photography. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc.)
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video)
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc.)
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, mailing, etc.)
• Product/Brand Integration (POS, merchandising, etc.)

3

Purpose
Product desire

Focus
Product features, product and lifestyle photography
and illustrations. 

Medium
• Website
• Social media profiles
• POS
• Partners or merchants mediums

4

Purpose
Product purchase

Focus
Emphasizes purchase call-to-action, including buttons 
and related items or recommendations. 

Medium
• Website
• Online shops
• Partners
• Other distributers and shops
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At this stage, the user is aware of 
the brand and is learning more 
about Womanizer products and 
their benefits. 

It's time to become friends.  
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It's 
Magic!

womanizer.com

womanizer.com

Your new 
favorite 
feeling.

#IMASTURBATE
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Product campaign imagery

Primary brand colors

Communication features

Once the customer is aware of the brand, 
it is crucial to increase the interest in 
Womanizer products and engaging with 
the brand. 

Creating interest can be hard. Make sure 
that the message is simple, clear, and 
visually appealing.  

The communication should focus on product 
campaign-related imagery and primary 
brand colors. 
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Orgasmic
Vibrant
Product-focused
Informative
Photographic
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Unique feeling.
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Pleasure beyond
expression.

Womanizer™ Starlet
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Wow! 
What is it?

Attract the attention 
of the customer.

Introduce the
product benefits. 

Customers desire the 
product or service.

Purchase and the usage
of the product.

Womanizer is 
amazing!

I know and
I want it!

Oh! I feel
great!

1 2 3 4

1

Purpose
Brand awareness

Focus
Emotional communication with photography elements. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc).
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video).
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc).
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, etc).

2

Purpose
Product awareness

Focus
Product campaign messaging and photography. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc.)
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video)
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc.)
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, mailing, etc.)
• Product/Brand Integration (POS, merchandising, etc.)

3

Purpose
Product desire

Focus
Product features, product and lifestyle photography
and illustrations. 

Medium
• Website
• Social media profiles
• POS
• Partners or merchants mediums

4

Purpose
Product purchase

Focus
Emphasizes purchase call-to-action, including buttons 
and related items or recommendations. 

Medium
• Website
• Online shops
• Partners
• Other distributers and shops
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At this stage, the customer desires a 
Womanizer product. The goal is to 
guide the customer to find the best 
match.
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Ready for
take off?

womanizer.com

Makes you 
want more.

#feelingmyself
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Photography

Product colors

Communication features

After creating interest in the product, 
it's important to address the desire. 
Communication should focus  on guiding 
the customer to the product that meets 
their needs. 

The subject of the communication should 
be the product and its benefits, reinforced 
by testimonials from previous customers. 
The color palette should match that of the 
product in focus.
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womanizer.com womanizer.com

Orgasms
without 
limits.

Ready for
takeoff!

Focused
Intelligent
High-tech
Personal
Airy
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Makes 
you want 
more.

Autopilot ™
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Wow! 
What is it?

Attract the attention 
of the customer.

Introduce the
product benefits. 

Customers desire the 
product or service.

Purchase and the usage
of the product.

Womanizer is 
amazing!

I know and
I want it!

Oh! I feel
great!

1 2 3 4

1

Purpose
Brand awareness

Focus
Emotional communication with photography elements. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc).
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video).
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc).
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, etc).

2

Purpose
Product awareness

Focus
Product campaign messaging and photography. 

Medium
• Print Advertising (Newspapers, magazines, etc.)
• Broadcast Advertising (audio/video)
• Outdoor Advertising (posters, displays, etc.)
• Digital Advertising (social media, banners, mailing, etc.)
• Product/Brand Integration (POS, merchandising, etc.)

3

Purpose
Product desire

Focus
Product features, product and lifestyle photography
and illustrations. 

Medium
• Website
• Social media profiles
• POS
• Partners or merchants mediums

4

Purpose
Product purchase

Focus
Emphasizes purchase call-to-action, including buttons 
and related items or recommendations. 

Medium
• Website
• Online shops
• Partners
• Other distributers and shops
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At this stage, the customer wants to 
purchase and use the Womanizer 
product. Communication should guide 
the user to initiate action. 
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womanizer.com

It's magic!

Pleasure Air™

womanizer.com

Takeoff!
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Light background colors

Activation color

Products imagesCommunication features

The last step is designed to initiate action. 
The message is formulated to get an 
immediate response.

The focus points are call-to-actions, with 
easy to identify fields or buttons, and any 
other CTAs to meet your goals (subscribe, 
event form, etc.). 

At the final stage, the overall look and feel 
are light, simple, and minimal. It should be 
visually engaging with high contrast CTAs 
and neutral backgrounds. 
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It's magic!

Shop now

Clean
Simple
Functional
High-tech
Fun
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Tonality



A woman speaking to all 
womankind. 

She's relatable, genuine, and enthusiastic. She's approachable 
and comfortable talking about pleasure. She understands how 
unmatched Womanizer's unique features are but cares more about 
the benefits that they provide. 

Her experience with Womanizer has been so impactful that she 
can't help but share her story with you. She’s your friend and 
confidant. She speaks as if it's only you listening and doesn't make 
you feel like one in a crowd. She is unapologetic, confident, and 
determined. 

Who is the voice?
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Tonality

The Womanizer tonality leads with emotion. It’s 
sophisticated and authentic. We guarantee something 
utterly unique, but we must always keep it honest and 
credible.

We are modern in our tone, no antiquated ideas on 
female sensuality (e.g. passivity or dependence). The 
empowerment of the brand must shine through. 

You can show a hint of humor - like knowingly winking 
at the consumer but refrain from crass easy jokes.

In order to differentiate the product, communication 
must focus on the functional and emotional benefits 
for user while demonstrating the product features. 
Begin with testimonials or quotes that illustrate the 
Womanizer experience rather than outlining the 
mechanics of the products. 

“Imagine the happiest and most pleased you’ve ever 
felt. Then double it. Now you know how I feel.”

We are bold, but not rude.

We are self-confident, but not arrogant.

We are sophisticated, but not exclusive 
and elitist.

We champion empowerment and 
body positivity.

We are open-minded and sex-positive, 
without being crass or overly sexualized.

We address people informally, because 
we are diverse and approachable.
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